OXYA EXPANDS CANADIAN FOOTPRINT TO COLOGIX’S TORONTO DATA CENTRE TO GAIN ACCESS TO
ENTERPRISE & SMB ORGANIZATIONS
Denver, Colorado – August 31, 2016 – Cologix™, a network neutral interconnection and data center company, announced
today that oXya, a Hitachi Group Company and leader in cloud solutions focused on enterprise and mid-sized organizations,
has expanded in Cologix’s data center in Toronto to augment their cloud services infrastructure. This cloud deployment,
at Cologix’s TOR2 Data Centre at 905 King Street West, grows their Canadian footprint and positions them for future
expansion across the Cologix platform.

“We are in high growth mode as more clients are shifting portions of their IT workloads to cloud computing. We are
dedicated to providing our customers with highly secure, flexible cloud hosting solutions designed for the development and
delivery of business-critical applications. Part of that solution requires partnering with best-in-class data center partners,”
stated Melchior du Boullay, Managing Director Americas of oXya. “Cologix provides us a local Toronto data center at 905
King Street that offers redundancy and connectivity as well as access to a robust platform in strategic Canadian and U.S.
markets for future expansion.”

oXya specializes in comprehensive, ongoing management services for mission-critical SAP environments. With oXya's 20
years of experience the company has become a trusted advisory for mission-critical SAP infrastructure and support operations that
includes a comprehensive portfolio of SAP services, required SAP certifications and compliance, and necessary SAP
technical expertise to ensure successful deployments.

Cologix is the largest network neutral interconnection provider in Canada with a leading presence in Toronto, Montreal and
Vancouver. “We continue to see a rapid increase in companies that see value robust network and cloud choice within their
data center ecosystem and we are pleased to be at the center of trend,” stated Wayne Dietrich, Chief Sales Officer, Cologix.
“oXya has built an impressive portfolio and we are proud to have earned their business and look forward to supporting
their future growth both in Canada and the U.S.”

About Cologix Inc.
Cologix Inc. is a network-neutral interconnection and colocation data center company headquartered in Denver. Cologix
provides scalable interconnection services and secure, reliable colocation services. Cologix operates densely connected,
strategically located facilities in Columbus, Dallas, Jacksonville, Lakeland, Minneapolis, Montreal, Northern New Jersey,
Toronto and Vancouver. With more than 450+ network choices and 24 prime interconnection locations, Cologix currently
serves over 1,600 carrier, managed services, cloud, media, content, financial services and enterprise customers. The
company’s experienced local service teams are committed to providing its customers the highest standard of local
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customer support. To arrange a tour of the center closest to you, contact us at sales@cologix.com. Follow Cologix on
LinkedIn and Twitter.

About Oxya
oXya, a Hitachi Group Company, is a leader in technical services, managed services and cloud solutions for SAP clients.
Founded in 1988 in Paris, France, the company operates in North American (US, Canada) since 2007 with support centers in
Jersey City, Denver, and Montreal as well as local support teams in the US, Canada, UK, France, Belgium, and China with 700
technical SAP experts and IT specialists. Serving 1000+ customer worldwide, Oxya offers cloud solutions for customers' full
IT environments, beyond SAP across manufacturing, retail, chemicals, administration, energy, transportation, and high-tech
sectors.
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